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CHAPTER  10 

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT 

 
 
 
10.1 Issues to be Addressed  

Major constraints in the agricultural sector have been briefly reviewed in Section 3.5. 
Based on the target established for integrated development of the Issyk-Kul zone, as 
discussed in Section 5.2, planning has been undertaken on how the agricultural sector 
will contribute to meeting this figure within the context of the integrated development 
plan. 
 
Currently, agricultural land in the Issyk-Kul zone is cultivated for wheat, barley, sugar 
beet, potatoes, vegetables and forages. The sown areas of these crops are shown on the 
following table. 
 

Table 10.1  Sown Areas by Crop in Issyk-Kul 
(Unit: 1,000 ha) 

1998 1999 2000 2001 2002
 Total Sown Area 170.3 176.2 187.0 188.9 179.0
 Cereals 99.5 100.9 111.6 115.8 115.2
     Wheat 81.9 81.6 91.0 97.2 96.6
     Barley 17.0 18.6 20.1 17.8 17.8
     Others (Buckwheat, Corn etc.) N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 0.1
 Industrial Crops 1.1 2.4 4.8 5.0 3.3
     Sugar Beet 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.6
     Oil Crops 0.9 2.3 4.8 4.7 2.6
 Potatoes, Vegetables 22.0 25.3 27.3 27.6 22.1
     Potatoes 19.6 22.6 24.1 24.1 20.8
     Vegetables 2.4 2.7 3.2 3.5 1.3  

Source: Agriculture of the Kyrgyz Republic 2003, NSC 

 
On the other hand, the Issyk-Kul zone was previously renowned for livestock, 
producing high quality meat and dairy products during the Soviet era. However, 
livestock breeding declined sharply towards the mid-1990s with excessive sales 
required to sustain the livelihood of livestock farmers in the region. More recently from 
1998-2002, the numbers of cattle, horses and poultry in Issyk-Kul increased, while the 
numbers of sheep and goats further decreased. 
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Table 10.2  Numbers of Livestock in Issyk-Kul 

(Unit: 1,000) 
1994 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002

Cattle 150.8 110.8 117.9 121.0 126.9 129.0
Pigs N.A. 12.8 13.3 15.0 16.4 15.8
Sheep and Goats 1414.4 625.4 634.8 615.0 590.6 599.3
Horses 50.7 50.8 56.4 59.7 61.0 63.2  
Source:  Report on Livestock in Kyrgyzstan 1994, TACIS   (data in 1994) 

 Agriculture of the Kyrgyz Republic 2003 National Statistics Committee of the Kyrgyz 
Republic 

 
Based on the constraints from the viewpoints of farmers and the standpoint of 
enhancing value-added agriculture, major issues to be addressed in the agricultural 
sector are summarized below: 
 
(i)  Cultivation of Suitable Crops for Marketing 
 Substantial changes in agricultural land use will not be suggested, and crop 

diversification is to be planned to enhance the value added in agriculture. The 
diversification programs should be elaborated from the demand/market side, 
particularly through the enhancement of linkages with tourism and exports. To this 
end, marketable crops and products should be identified and promoted for 
cultivation. 

(ii)  Development of New Markets  
 Passive attitudes of farmers will aggravate their position, and more active 

challenges are required to open new markets for both current and diversified crop 
production. Special attention is to be paid to the markets related to tourism 
development in Issyk-Kul and the export markets of specific products able to be 
cultivated in the region. 

(iii)  Promotion of Agro-processing to Enhance Valued Added 
 The market demand for Issyk-Kul products and their competitiveness will be 

reflected not only in cultivation and stable supply but also in processing of 
products in order to enhance value added in the Issyk-Kul zone. 

(iv) Rehabilitation of Irrigation and Other Facilities  
 The 2002 agricultural census implies that the irrigation facilities are not 

serviceable in nearly 21,500 ha, or about 13%, of the total irrigation area of 
163,500 ha in the Issyk-Kul zone. Since precipitation is limited for crop 
cultivation and irrigation is required for the enhancement of productivity, the 
irrigation facilities should be rehabilitated to the maximum extent possible. 

(v) Strengthening of Farmers’ Organization 
 With the dissolution of the Kolkhoz-type agriculture, farmers have not been 

organized into associations or cooperatives, except for one association of farmers 
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formed in 2004 in Ak-Suu rayon, called “Ak-Suu Baba-Dyikany”. Independent 
farmers have limited power in irrigation water management, mechanization, 
harvesting, and marketing to enhance their productivity and value added for their 
products. 

 
An issue diagram providing an overall summary for agricultural development in the 
Issyk-Kul zone is summarized as illustrated in the following. 
 
 Development of High Value-Added Agriculture 

including Linkage with Tourism 
Target 

 from a Viewpoint of 
Regional Planning 

Issues 

Subjects 

Basic Policy 

Cultivation of 
Suitable Crops for 

Tourism and 
Processing/Export 

Processing 
to Add Values 

Opening of New 
Market in Tourism 
(ex. Direct-Sale to 

Hotels) 

Rehabilitation of 
Irrigation Facilities

Strengthening of Farmers Organization 
- Technical Improvement 
- Micro Finance 
- Processing  
- Marketing 

(with Pilot Project)

Subjects Full-Use of  
Intake Water 

Finance
 Micro/Banks

Technical 
Improvement 

Development of 
Marketing 

Issues 

Improvement of Livelihood of Farmers 

Low Selling 
Price 

Lack of Fund for 
Inputs/Machine

Lack of Technical 
Assistance 

Lack of Irrigation 
Water 

Low Income

Decreasing of 
Agricultural 
Population 

Target  
from a Viewpoint of 

Farmers 

Mono-Culture
(Wheat, Barley, 

Potatoes, Forages) 

Low Value Added Lack of Linkage  
with Tourism in 

Marketing 

Decreasing of Productivity of Cereals 

 
Figure 10.1  Issue Diagram for Agricultural Development in Issyk-Kul 
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10.2 Pilot Operation of Village Nurseries 

Based on the reconnaissance survey and analysis of the issues to be discussed in 
agricultural development in the Issyk-Kul zone, it has been recognized that 
market-oriented crop diversification is of prime importance to enhance farmers’ 
incomes and that reforestation is to be promoted around the coastal land where 
deforestation has occurred. Conceivably, fruit tree plantations will satisfy these two 
requirements. Cultivation of herbs is also considered promising as a specific product of 
Issyk-Kul, due to its competitiveness in the international markets. 
 
With this in mind, a pilot program has been planned for implementation of village 
nurseries through a participatory approach involving villagers. The pilot program will 
set up a center nursery with two sub-centers where seedlings of fruit trees are 
established; they will then be transplanted at villages interested in diversifying into fruit 
tree cultivation. The experiment on herb cultivation will be further promoted for 
marketing. Approaches to organize a farmers’ association for cultivation and marketing 
have also been experimented with at the nursery centers. 
 
(1) Pilot Villages for Nurseries 

Villages for pilot nurseries have been selected on the basis of the following criteria: 

(i) Village has a good leader interested in promoting a nursery for fruit tree 
seedlings 

(ii) Villagers are organized into a group or association and they express interest in 
fruit tree cultivation, as well as reforestation to protect the environment 
around the lake areas 

(iii) Villagers have some knowledge of herbs, whether they are experienced in 
cultivation or not 

 
Through consultation with the oblast and rayon administration and interviews with 
village leaders, the following villages have been selected for this pilot program (their 
locations are shown on Figure 9.2 in Chapter 9). 
 

Center Nursery 
In Dendro Park in Karagyzand Jergez villages in Ak-Suu rayon 

Sub-Center Nursery North (on the northern coast of the Lake) 
In Balan-Sogottu village in Issyk-Kul rayon 

Sub-Center Nursery South (on the southern coast of the Lake) 
In Kyzyl-Suu village in Jety-Oguz rayon 

Herb Center Farm 
In Maman village, Oktyabr-Maman AO, Ak-Suu rayon 
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Varieties adopted for the pilot program are as follows: 

Fruit tree: apple, pear, wild apricot 
Reforestation: poplar, willow, (wild apricot) 
Herbs: Calendula, Valelian, Chamomile 

 
Additionally, a few seedlings of apple (Fuji), cherry, and persimmon based on Japanese 
varieties have been planted as a trial. 
 
(2) Program Outline 

The objectives of the pilot operation of village nurseries are: 

(i) To establish a village nursery system in cultivation and distribution through 
collaboration of farmers 

(ii) To verify the rate of planted seedlings for cultivation and distribution 
(iii) To experiment with cultivation and marketing of herbs 
(iv) To examine how local communities can participate in reforestation around the      

Lake (see photos below) 
(v) To evaluate how farmers can be organized for collaborative works 
(vi) To assess sustainability of the village nursery program at a preliminary level 

 

 Photo 10.1  Damaged Forest along Lake Shore Photo 10.2  Natural Forest along Lake Shore 

 
The pilot operation of village nurseries 
has been conducted by private farms of 
the farmers’ association, referred to as 
Ak-Suu Baba-Dyikany, with about 60 
member farmers in different rayons 
(Ak-Suu, Issyk-Kul, Jety-Oguz, and 
Tup rayons). With the activities of pilot 
nurseries, the membership of the 
association has expanded as shown in 
the adjacent table. 

 Table 10.3 Number of Private Farms of 
  Farmers’ Association 

 14-Jun 5-Aug 23-Oct 
Ak-Suu  41  50  52 
Issyk-Kul  3  5  5 
Jety-Oguz  9  11  11 
Tup  6  12  12 
Total  59  78  80 
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Although the operating period has been limited to six months from June to November 
2004, various activities have been conducted by farmers’ groups. Major activities have 
included: 
 
Center Nursery  
A center nursery has been established on the land of one member of the Ak-Suu 
Baba-Dyikany farmers’ association in Dendro Park. Apple seedlings (800) and poplar 
trees for reforestation (3,500) were planted. The seedlings were planted in late June 
(outside the apple planting season), and a high success rate of planting was not 
expected. 
 
Sub-Center Nursery (North) 
A sub-center nursery has been established on the land of the Ak-Suu Baba-Dyikany 
association member farm on the northern coast of the Lake. Apple seedlings (400) were 
planted. Due to water availability, seedlings for poplars for reforestation for this village 
were also planted in the Center Nursery and are scheduled for transplanting in 
November. 
 
Sub-Center Nursery (South) 
Apple (2,200), pear (600) and wild apricot (1,000) seedlings were planted on land of 
member farms of the association. Wild apricots (200) were planted along the irrigation 
canals in the village, as these areas are suitable for both fruit cultivation and 
reforestation. Willows (100) were also planted for evaluation. 
 

 Photo 10.3  Apple Seedlings in Nursery Photo 10.4  Wild Apricot Seedlings in Nursery 

 
Herb Center Farm 
The herb cultivation farms were established in Maman village in Ak-Suu rayon. Three 
species of herbs have been cultivated, namely calendula (1.0 ha), valelian (0.5 ha) and 
chamomile (0.3 ha). Harvested herbs were dried in the village. The resulting yields of 
dry herbs are as follows: 
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Calendula: 1,400 kg (dry) 
Chamomile 600 kg (dry) 
Valerian 1,400 kg (dry)  (not harvested, as it takes 2 years) 

 

 Photo 10.5  Calendula in Herb Center Photo 10.6  Valerian in Herb Center 
 
Harvested and collected herbs (mint, mint flower, rose hip, saw grass, dandelion and 
plantain) were packed for sale in domestic markets and for export by the farmers’ 
association. One package weighs around 40 gram. 
 

 Photo 10.7  Paper Box Package of Herbs Photo 10.8  Vinyl Packaging of Herbs 

 
Clustering with University 
The University in Karakol (College of 
Pharmacy), which has been developing 
several herb medicines, has joined the pilot 
nursery operation. This has provided 
farmers with technical knowledge on herb 
cultivation and processing. The University 
has also cooperated in mobilizing its 
students in incubating the herb business. 

Photo 10.9 College of Pharmacy Jointing  
 Rose Hip Processing 
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 Photo 10.10  Training in Fruit Cultivation Photo10.11  Training in Herb Cultivation 

 
Training of Farmers in Fruit and Herb Cultivation 
Training (lecture, discussion and demonstration) for fruit tree nursing, as well as pest 
and disease control, was conducted at Sub-Center (South) in August, 2004 (26 farmers 
participated) and in September, 2004 (29 farmers participated). Training in herb 
cultivation and drying was also conducted in September, 2004 (25 farmers participated). 
 
Training of Farmers in Marketing 
Training (lecture, discussion and demonstration) for cultivation and drying of herbs was 
conducted at Sub-Center Nursery (South) in September, 2004 with 25 farmers 
participating. In addition, packaging, labeling, and marketing activities have been 
undertaken related to the sale of harvested and collected herbs, including the marketing 
of local products such as Buckthorn Berry jam, Berberis jam, and honey. Two types of 
herb tea have also been developed by the farmers’ group. 
 
The pilot operation of village nurseries has been conducted in line with the schedule 
shown in the following figure. The operation will be continued by the farmers’ 
association. 
 

Items 2004 
 June July August September October 

1.  Selection of the villages for nursery 
and herb farm 

     

2.  Establishment of the nurseries and 
the maintenance 

      

3.  Establishment of the herb farms and 
the maintenance 

     

4.  Distribution of the seedlings of 
fruits to the farmers 

     

5.  Workshop for transfer of farming 
technology 

 
 

    

6. To dry and package the harvested 
herbs 

 
 

    

7.  Making of the agreement to 
reforestate in the shore of the lake  

 
 

    

8.  Planting of the seedlings for 
reforestation in the shore 

     

 
Figure 10.2  Operation Schedule of Pilot Village Nurseries 
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(3) Preliminary Evaluation 

The pilot operation is ongoing, and transplanting of fruit trees and poplars for 
reforestation is scheduled for November, 2004 and April, 2005. Although only in the 
preliminary stages, the pilot program has been evaluated to examine sustainability and 
effectiveness of crop diversification based on fruit and herb cultivation in the Issyk-Kul 
zone, as outlined below. 
 
Establishment and Operation of Nursery Centers 
The nursery center and sub-centers have been well established under the leadership of 
the chairman of the Ak-Suu Baba-Dyikany farmers’ association. A total of 3,500 apple, 
600 pear, and 1,000 wild apricot seedlings, plus 3,500 poplars have been planted. The 
rate of success in seedlings at each nursery center is tabulated in the following table. 
 

Table 10.4  Rate of Success in Planted Seedlings 

24-Jun 8-Jul 30-Jul Oct
Nurseries

CN-1 Apple 800 2 50% - 30% 20%
CN-2 Popular 3500 3 95% - 90% 90%

VNN-1 Apple 400 1 95% 95% - 95%

VNS-1-a Apple 400 1 90% 90% - 90%
VNS-1-b Pear 400 0.05 95% 95% - 90%
VNS-1-c Apple 1600 0.03 80% 80% - 80%
VNS-2-a Pear 200 0.1 95% 95% 95% 95%
VNS-2-b Apple 200 0.2 100% 100% 100% 100%
VNS-2-c Wild Apricot 1000 0.6 100% 100% 100% 100%

Herb Farms (Maman Village, Oktyabr-Maman Aiyl-Okmotu, Ak-Suu Rayon)
HF-1 Calendula - 1 100% 100% 100% 100%
HF-2 Chamomile - 0.3 100% 100% - 100%
HF-3 Valerian - 0.5 100% 100% 100% 100%

Successful Rate of the Growth (2004)

Center Nursery (Dendro Park, Kerege-Tash Aiyl-Okmotu, Ak-Suu Rayon)

Village Nursery North (Bulan-Sogottu Village, Kumbel Aiyl-Okmotu, Issyk-Kul Rayon)

Village Nursery South (Kyzyl-Suu Village, Kyzyl-Suu Aiyl-Okmotu, Jety-Oguz Rayon)

Species Peaces ha

 
 
The rate of success in apple seedlings in the Center Nursery has been low, mainly due to 
the seedlings being planted in late June (out of the apple planting season). Other planted 
seedlings appear to be satisfactory. Since farmers have vast experience in fruit tree 
planting, little difficulty has been encountered in establishing the seedlings. Some 
farmers in Ak-Suu rayon cultivated various species of herbs during the Soviet era, and 
have trained farmers who have no experience in herb cultivation. 
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Distribution of Seedlings and Transplanting 
Unfortunately, the pilot operation period (June to October, 2004) was not suitable for 
transplanting due to unfavourable meteorological conditions in the region. Distribution 
and transplanting to villages, including two pilot villages for community empowerment 
programs, will be executed in November, 2004 and April, 2005. The contracting system 
for distribution and dissemination has been discussed between the farmers’ association 
and village leaders. 
 
Marketing of Herb Products 
Herb cultivation and harvesting have been conducted without any difficulty. Farmers 
found that the working period has been prolonged and employment secured for a longer 
period. Women have also actively joined harvesting and packaging of Calendura 
flowers. Since farmers have no experience in packaging and labeling of dry herbs, they 
have been trained on-the-job. The packed herbs and herb tea have been sold in local 
markets, including the Yulta shops at the pilot villages for community empowerment, as 
introduced in Section 9.2. Sample sales at Hotel Hyatt in Bishkek have also been 
initiated. 
 
Trial Export to Japan 
Sample herb products (100 packs of Calendula, Chamomile, Rose Hip, etc. at 40g/pack), 
as well as honey and some other local products in Issyk-Kul, have been exported to 
Japan for trial sale at a community shop in Yokosuka. After evaluating marketability of 
these products at such an antenna shop and the necessary transportation/handling 
processes, the export quantity will be increased and the required transaction system 
established on a community-to-community basis. 
 
Farmers’ Organization 
The pilot operation of village nurseries has been undertaken by the farmers’ association, 
Ak-Suu Baba-Dyikany, the only association organized in the Issyk-Kul zone. The 
membership increased from 59 to 80 between June and October, 2004. It has been 
found, however, that as an organization the association is still primitive. It is not yet 
accustomed to collaborative works and management, though it has cooperated in 
cultivation and harvesting of fruit trees and herbs. Furthermore, needs have been 
identified to strengthen the group’s capacity in relation to cultivation, with marketing to 
be separately organized in a specialized firm or enterprise. The institutional and 
management settings should be further studied based on experience gained during field 
operations. 
 
Although the management and organizational aspects of fruit tree planting and the herb 
business require further study and strengthening, preliminary conclusions are that crop 
diversification based on fruit and herbs will be justifiable and sustainable in the 
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Issyk-Kul zone. The herb business will be promising if markets in Japan and other 
countries are found to be favorable through the export trial. A preliminary estimate 
indicates a farmer’s current income could be doubled in three to four years if export 
markets are secured. 
 
 
10.3 Agricultural Development Plan 

Based on the issues to be addressed in the agricultural sector, as well as in view of the 
pilot operation of village nurseries discussed in the foregoing Sections, a long term 
agricultural development plan for the Issyk-Kul zone towards the year 2025 has been 
formulated. It is presented in this Section. The policies and targets of the plan have been 
discussed at the Working Group meetings and Workshops with stakeholders. It is noted 
that the agro-processing is covered under the agricultural plan, as the mandate is under 
the Ministry of Agriculture, Water Resources and Processing Industry. 
 
As discussed in Section 5.2, the agricultural population is projected to decrease slightly 
from 75,300 in 2002 (55.2% of employment) to 74,000 in 2010 (44.8%) and then to 
around 70,000 in 2025 (35.9%). 
 
(1) Projected Farmland Area and Gross Output 

The demand for major crops in the Issyk-Kul zone has been reviewed to confirm 
regional and domestic demand and the prospects for industrial crops for processing and 
exports. In view of the supply-demand situation of cereals and gross output value per 
hectare, cultivation of wheat and barley will be decreased slightly in Issyk-Kul.  
Cultivation of corn will be increased as a rotational crop and to provide fodder for 
livestock breeding. Cultivation of oil crops and herbs will also be increased if demand 
for exports is found to be promising in the medium term. Potato cultivation is planned 
to remain in the current areas, although its processing should be advanced. Fruit 
cultivation promises to meet the demands generated by increased tourism and 
processing. Special attention has been paid to increased demands in fruit, herbs and 
vegetables in line with the increased number of tourists and visitors to the Issyk-Kul 
zone. 
 
Productivity in crop cultivation will be enhanced with the introduction of improved 
varieties, rehabilitation of irrigation facilities and better water management, and 
improvement in farming practices. Attention will be paid to the introduction of drip 
irrigation system to save water and to protect the environment. Attention will be paid to 
the introduction of drip irrigation system to save water and to protect the environment. 
Crop yields for the target years are estimated as shown in the following table. 
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Table 10.5  Estimated Crop Yield in Issyk-Kul 
（Unit: ton/ha） 

2002 2025 Growth Rate (2025/2002)
Cereals (total) 2.50 2.88 1.15
Wheat 2.51 2.89 1.15
Barley 2.48 2.85 1.15
Corn 4.20 4.83 1.15
Herbs - - -
Sugar Beat 8.63 10.36 1.20
Oil Crops 0.58 0.70 1.20
Potatoes 16.60 18.26 1.10
Vegetables 15.30 19.89 1.30
Forages (Perenial) 4.51 4.51 1.00
Forages (Annual) 2.47 2.47 1.00
Fruits 5.39 7.55 1.40  

Source: Materials of Ministry of Agriculture, Water Resources and Processing Industry 

 
Based on crop demands and estimated future yields, it is predicted that the pattern of 
agricultural land use in the Issyk-Kul zone may remain more or less comparable to the 
current position. The projected agricultural land use is summarized on the table and 
figure in the following: 
 
Table 10.6  Outlook for Agricultural Land

Unit: 1,000 ha
 2002 2010 2025
Agricultural Land 900.0 897.5 896.0
1. Farm Land 200.2 197.7 196.2
 1) Arable Land 194.8 192.3 183.7
  a) Sown Area 175.6 179.8 183.7
  b) Unused and 

Undistributed Land 19.2 12.5 0.0

 2) Fruits Farm 7.1 9.6 14.2
2. Pasture 699.8 699.8 699.8
Source:  Result of the First Agricultural Census of the 

Kyrgyz Republic of 2002, 2003 National 
Statistical Committee Agriculture of the 
Kyrgyz Republic 2003 National Statistic 
Committee of the Kyrgyz Republic Materials 
of Ministry of Agriculture, Water Resources 
and Processing Industry 

(Unit: 1,000 ha)
 

 

Agricultural Land  (896.0) 

Arable Land (183.7)

 
 
 

Pasture (699.8) 
 

Farmland (196.2)

Sown Area 
(183.7) 

 

2025 

Fruits Farm (14.2) 

Figure 10.3  Agricultural Land in 2025 

 
The sown area and gross output by crop planned for the years 2010 and 2025 are is 
planned as tabulated below. 
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Table 10.7  Estimated Sown Area and Gross Output 

FA GO GO/ha FA GO GO/ha FA GO GO/ha FA GO GO/ha 
Cereals 115.2 1857 16.1 103.7 2006 19.3 92.2 1932 21.0 0.80 1.04 1.3
     Wheat 96.6 - - 86.9 - - 77.3 - - - - -
     Barley 17.8 - - 16.0 - - 14.2 - - - - -
     Corn 0.1 - - 0.8 - - 0.7 - - - - -
Industrial Crops 3.3 27 - 8.0 85 - 14.8 216 - 4.48 7.94 -
     Herbs 0.0 0 10.0 0.3 6 20.0 1.0 40 40.0 - - 4.0
     Sugar Beet 0.6 5 8.5 0.6 6 10.2 0.6 8 12.8 1.00 1.50 1.5
     Oil Crops 2.6 22 8.5 7.1 73 10.2 13.2 169 12.8 5.08 7.62 1.5
Potatoes, Vegetables 22.1 2152 - 24.3 2960 - 24.8 4375 - 1.12 2.03 -
     Potatoes 20.8 1791 86.1 20.8 1791 86.1 20.8 2149 103.3 1.00 1.20 1.2
     Vegetables 1.3 362 278.3 3.5 1169 334.0 4.0 2226 556.6 3.08 6.15 2.0
Fruits 7.1 499 70.2 9.6 1214 126.4 14.2 3491 245.8 2.00 7.00 3.5
Sub-Total of Agriculture 147.7 4536 - 145.6 6264 - 146.0 10015 - 0.99 2.21 -
Livestock - 2283 - - 3159 - - 6010 - - 2.63 -
Total Gross Output - 6819 - - 9423 - - 16025 - - 2.35 -

Growth Rates (2025/2002)2002 2010 2025

 
Abbreviation:  FA (Farmland Area), GO (Gross Output)  
Unit:  Farmland Area (Thousand ha), Gross Output (Million Som), Gross Output/ha (Thousand Som)  
Note : Gross output of oil crops and herbs in 2002 are estimated. 

Source of Sown Area 2002 : Agriculture of the Kyrgyz Republic 2003, National Statistic Committee 
Source of Total Gross Output 2002 : Ministry of Finance 
Source of 2010 and 2025: JICA Study Team 

 
The farmland area and gross output of agricultural products by rayon in 2002 have been 
analyzed and, together with estimates for the target year 2025 as shown on the 
following tables. 
 

Table 10.8  Farmland Area by Rayon in 2002 and 2025 
(Unit: ha) 

1 Cereals 31,875 67.4% 19,495 51.6% 14,155 49.2% 10,166 51.5% 39,501 77.8% 115,193 62.5%
Wheat 28,399 60.0% 16,122 42.7% 11,801 41.0% 8,830 44.7% 31,397 61.9% 96,548 52.4%
Barley 3,476 7.3% 3,374 8.9% 2,355 8.2% 1,336 6.8% 8,104 16.0% 18,645 10.1%

2 Industrial Crops 430 0.9% 468 1.2% 763 2.7% 939 4.8% 599 1.2% 3,200 1.7%
Sugar Beet 81 0.2% 88 0.2% 143 0.5% 176 0.9% 112 0.2% 600 0.3%
Oil Crops 349 0.7% 380 1.0% 620 2.2% 763 3.9% 487 1.0% 2,600 1.4%

3 Potatoes, Vegetables 6,304 13.3% 6,174 16.3% 3,598 12.5% 2,257 11.4% 3,796 7.5% 22,129 12.0%
Potatoes 6,082 12.9% 5,918 15.7% 3,276 11.4% 2,077 10.5% 3,488 6.9% 20,841 11.3%
Vegetables 222 0.5% 256 0.7% 322 1.1% 180 0.9% 308 0.6% 1,288 0.7%

4 Forages 6,750 14.3% 10,271 27.2% 7,916 27.5% 5,621 28.4% 6,175 12.2% 36,733 19.9%
5 Fruits 1,944 4.1% 1,356 3.6% 2,323 8.1% 776 3.9% 686 1.4% 7,085 3.8%

Total  47,302 100% 37,765 100% 28,756 100% 19,759 100% 50,758 100% 184,340 100%

1 Cereals 23,980 53.8% 14,667 37.9% 10,649 33.0% 7,648 33.8% 29,718 65.0% 86,663 47.1%
Wheat 21,361 47.9% 12,127 31.3% 8,876 27.5% 6,642 29.3% 23,617 51.7% 72,623 39.5%
Barley 2,619 5.9% 2,540 6.6% 1,773 5.5% 1,006 4.4% 6,101 13.3% 14,040 7.6%

2 Industrial Crops 1,992 4.5% 2,148 5.5% 3,219 10.0% 3,933 17.4% 2,680 5.9% 13,972 7.6%
Herbs 250 0.6% 250 0.6% 125 0.4% 125 0.6% 250 0.5% 1,000 0.5%
Sugar Beet 76 0.2% 83 0.2% 135 0.4% 166 0.7% 106 0.2% 564 0.3%
Oil Crops 1,666 3.7% 1,815 4.7% 2,959 9.2% 3,642 16.1% 2,324 5.1% 12,408 6.7%

3 Potatoes, Vegetables 6,358 14.3% 6,303 16.3% 4,011 12.4% 2,473 10.9% 4,170 9.1% 23,316 12.7%
Potatoes 5,717 12.8% 5,563 14.4% 3,080 9.5% 1,952 8.6% 3,278 7.2% 19,590 10.7%
Vegetables 641 1.4% 740 1.9% 931 2.9% 521 2.3% 892 2.0% 3,726 2.0%

4 Forages 8,575 19.2% 13,049 33.7% 10,057 31.1% 7,141 31.5% 7,846 17.2% 46,668 25.4%
5 Fruits 3,655 8.2% 2,549 6.6% 4,367 13.5% 1,459 6.4% 1,290 2.8% 13,320 7.2%

Total  44,561 100% 38,717 100.0% 32,304 100.0% 22,654 100.0% 45,703 100.0% 183,939 100.0%

2002

2025

TotalTup RayonAk-Suu Rayon Jety-Oguz Rayon Issyk-Kul Rayon Tong Rayon

 
Source:  2002:Materials of Ministry of Agriculture, Water Resources and Processing Industry 
 2025: JICA Study Team 
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Table 10.9  Gross Agricultural Output by Rayon in 2002 and 2025 
(Unit: Million Som) 

Ak-Suu Rayon Jety-Oguz Rayon Issyk-Kul Rayon Tong Rayon Tup Rayon Total
2002
Cereals 513.2 28.4% 313.9 21.1% 227.9 18.6% 163.7 22.1% 636.0 41.0% 1854.6 27.2%
Industrial Crops 3.7 0.2% 4.0 0.3% 6.5 0.5% 8.0 1.1% 5.1 0.3% 27.2 0.4%

Sugar Beet 0.7 0.0% 0.7 0.1% 1.2 0.1% 1.5 0.2% 1.0 0.1% 5.1 0.1%
Oil Crops 3.0 0.2% 3.2 0.2% 5.3 0.4% 6.5 0.9% 4.1 0.3% 22.1 0.3%

Potatoes, Vegetables 585.4 32.4% 580.8 39.0% 371.7 30.4% 228.9 30.9% 386.1 24.9% 2152.9 31.6%
Potatoes 523.7 29.0% 509.5 34.2% 282.1 23.0% 178.8 24.2% 300.3 19.3% 1794.4 26.3%
Vegetables 61.7 3.4% 71.2 4.8% 89.6 7.3% 50.1 6.8% 85.8 5.5% 358.5 5.3%

Fruits 136.5 7.5% 95.2 6.4% 163.1 13.3% 54.5 7.4% 48.2 3.1% 497.4 7.3%
Sub-Total of Agriculture 1238.7 68.5% 993.8 66.7% 769.2 62.8% 455.1 61.5% 1075.3 69.3% 4532.0 66.5%
Livestock 569.8 31.5% 496.3 33.3% 455.2 37.2% 285.1 38.5% 477.1 30.7% 2283.7 33.5%
Total Gross Output 1808.5 100.0% 1490.1 100.0% 1224.4 100.0% 740.2 100.0% 1552.5 100% 6815.7 100.0%
2025
Cereals 533.9 13.2% 326.6 9.6% 237.1 6.7% 170.3 9.0% 661.7 20.8% 1929.6 12.1%
Industrial Crops 33.6 0.8% 35.7 1.1% 47.0 1.3% 56.6 3.0% 43.0 1.3% 216.0 1.3%

Herbs 10.0 0.2% 10.0 0.3% 5.0 0.1% 5.0 0.3% 10.0 0.3% 40.0 0.3%
Sugar Beet 1.0 0.0% 1.1 0.0% 1.8 0.1% 2.2 0.1% 1.4 0.0% 7.7 0.0%
Oil Crops 22.6 0.6% 24.6 0.7% 40.1 1.1% 49.4 2.6% 31.5 1.0% 168.3 1.1%

Potatoes, Vegetables 1008.2 25.0% 1049.7 31.0% 890.0 25.3% 523.1 27.8% 888.3 27.9% 4359.3 27.2%
Potatoes 628.4 15.6% 611.5 18.1% 338.5 9.6% 214.5 11.4% 360.3 11.3% 2153.2 13.5%
Vegetables 379.8 9.4% 438.3 12.9% 551.5 15.7% 308.5 16.4% 528.0 16.6% 2206.0 13.8%

Fruits 955.3 23.7% 666.3 19.7% 1141.5 32.5% 381.3 20.3% 337.1 10.6% 3481.6 21.8%
Sub-Total of Agriculture 2531.0 62.8% 2078.4 61.4% 2315.6 65.9% 1131.3 60.1% 1930.1 60.6% 9986.4 62.4%
Livestock 1500.1 37.2% 1306.6 38.6% 1198.4 34.1% 750.6 39.9% 1256.1 39.4% 6011.8 37.6%
Total Gross Output 4031.1 100.0% 3385.0 100.0% 3514.0 100.0% 1882.0 100.0% 3186.2 100.0% 15998.2 100.0%  
Source:  2002:Ministry of Agriculture, Water Resources and Processing Industry, and Ministry of Finance 
 2025: JICA Study Team 

 
Livestock is another important agricultural activity in Issyk-Kul. Although it has been 
substantially decreased when compared to the breeding during the Soviet era, it still 
continues to be a basic agricultural activity in the region. The pasture area is projected 
to remain at current levels (about 700,000 ha) towards the year 2025. The estimated 
livestock numbers and gross output of the livestock sub-sector in 2010 and 2025 are 
summarized in the following. 
 

Table 10.10  Estimated Number of Livestock 
(Unit: 1,000 Unit) 

Number of Livestock  
2002 2010 2025 

Cattle 129.0 166.5 234.6 
Pigs 15.8 23.8 37.4 
Sheep and Goats 599.3 516.6 372.0 
Horses 63.2 63.2 63.2 
Poultry 474.8 802.1 1,495.2 

Source: 2002: Agriculture of the Kyrgyz Republic  2003  National 
Statistic Committee of the Kyrgyz Republic 

 2010 & 2025: JICA Study Team 

 
Fisheries are also operating on a relatively small scale. Formerly, during the Soviet era, 
four fish nurseries operated around the Issyk-Kul Lake for cultivation of trout, but these 
have been closed for the last decade. Some fishery specialists in the oblast have 
experience and technology in fish culturing and processing. The possibilities of reviving 
fisheries in the Lake and inflow rivers therefore remain. It is noted, however, that the 
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gross output value likely to accrue from fisheries will not be a significant contributor to 
gross regional production in Issyk-Kul. 
 
In the event that actual future gross outputs in crops and livestock are as projected 
above, the targeted GRP in the primary sector, as discussed in Section 5.2, will be 
attained in the years 2010 and 2025. 
 
(2) Formation of Farmers’ Associations and Agricultural Enterprises 

As noted previously, farmers in the Issyk-Kul zone have been engaged in agriculture 
without forming agricultural organizations since the Kolkhoz-type farming practice was 
discontinued. Recently in 2004, one farmers’ association was organized, namely Ak-Suu 
Baba-Dyikany farmers’ association. This has been organized by farmers willing to 
cooperate in cultivation from several rayons in the Issyk-Kul Oblast. There is no water 
management association for operation of the irrigation systems. Therefore, no 
village-based association of farmers exits, with a resultant weakness in communities 
and social capital at the village level, as discussed in Chapter 8.  
 
In fact, farmers had bitter experience after the dissolution of Kolkhoz-type farming. 
There still remains a feeling or custom in the society that men with power obtain 
privileges in administration and/or business. During the pilot operation of village 
nurseries by the Ak-Suu Baba-Dyikany farmers’ association, it was observed that there 
was a lack of mutual trust among its members and leaders. Although a paradigm shift is 
required, it will take time to consolidate the relationship between mutual trust and social 
capital. 
 
As noted in Section 3.5, farmers pointed out that the most serious concern is the 
shortage of irrigation water. Of 59 respondents, 34 farmers (58%) highlighted this 
aspect. Most farmers know that water shortages are mainly attributable to damaged 
irrigation systems caused by lack of proper maintenance. As individual farmers are 
operating their own irrigation facilities with the assistance of a water users’ association, 
it is most unlikely that irrigation systems will be properly maintained. The rehabilitation 
costs have risen significantly due to aggravated damage. Prior to any rehabilitation of 
irrigation systems, it is essential that an association of water management be organized 
to ensure proper maintenance through the collective efforts of water users. This process 
might, nonetheless, also be a time consuming task. 
 
One of the approaches to encourage farmers to organize themselves for farming and 
water management is to promote a community empowerment program, as discussed in 
Chapter 9. Farmers in the village will be encouraged or guided under the community 
empowerment program to form a group or association as a producers’ group. At the 
village level it would be advantageous to segregate production work and marketing, as 
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farmers would find it difficult to undertake marketing and are better suited to 
concentrate on production. 
 
Based on experience gained in the pilot operation of herb marketing, marketing of 
products will be better managed by incubators or enterprises. Enterprises may be set up 
by personnel specialized in domestic and export marketing with their capital shared by 
the producers’ group. The latter has little funding to invest, but can initially pay it in 
kind (e.g. products in lieu of cash) and then gradually increase their share holding in the 
enterprise. 
 
The formation of producers’ groups and marketing enterprises will be further discussed 
through the community empowerment programs proposed under Chapter 8. In any 
event, however, some facilities are required for dissemination of information of 
production and marketing. In this context, it is planned that an Information and 
Marketing Center (IMC) be established in the Issyk-Kul zone. The IMC is expected to 
disseminate information on production and marketing of agricultural and processed 
products in the oblast, together with the agricultural extension and financial services to 
the member farmers, farmers’ association, enterprises and enterprises’ association, as 
illustrated in the following figure. 
 

 

Herbs PA 

Fruits PA

Potatoes PA 
Cereals PA 

Honey PA 

Domestic/Export Market 

Information & 
Marketing 

Center 

AE 

AE 

Livestock PA 
Yaks PA 

AE 

AE 

AE 

 
Figure 10.4  Establishment of an Information and Marketing Center 

 
Since the Issyk-Kul zone specifically produces valuable crops like herbs, it is important 
to process such products locally as far as possible. Production of essential oil from herbs 
may be promising, and detailed studies should be conducted for processing and export 
marketing. Distilling plants might possibly be located in the proposed FEZ in Balykchy 
and/or Tamchy. A feasibility study on oil crop processing factories should also be 
conducted. 
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Farmers and enterprises will be unable to obtain advanced technical knowledge. It is 
therefore planned that the Universities in the region (as in the case of the College of 
Pharmacy in Karakol for pilot cultivation and marketing of herbs) will be linked to 
farmers and enterprises. This linkage or clustering is of prime importance in the 
enhancement of competitiveness, particularly in the export markets. The universities 
will also support application of appropriate technologies for farmers and enterprises. 
 
 
10.4 Proposed Projects/Programs for Agricultural Development 

Several agricultural development projects have been formulated under the master plan 
for integrated development of the Issyk-Kul zone, as tabulated in the following. 
 

Table 10.11  Proposed Projects/Programs for Agricultural Development 
Schedule 

Sector/Subjects Program/Project 
2005 -2010 -2025

Agriculture 

1.  Institutional strengthening 1) Strengthening of the Farmers Association 
Program 

   

2. Productivity improvement 2) Agricultural productivity improvement 
project 

   

3 Reforestation 3) Village reforestation program 
   

4. Development of local 
product/goods 

4) Fruit and herb development program 
(incl. tourism farm) 

   

 5) Beekeeping and natural medicines 
development program 

   

5. Animal husbandry 
promotion 6) Livestock development program 

   

6. Fish cultivation 7) Fishery development program 
   

 
 
Since the development issues are diversified, the projects and programs required for 
agricultural development in Issyk-Kul are widely focused. With the limited resources 
available in the initial period of the master plan, some priority projects should be 
selected for implementation the in short term. It should also be noted that the 
strengthening of the farmers’ association is urgently needed and would be implemented 
in combination with the community empowerment program recommended in Chapter 9. 
 
In addition, special attention should be given to promoting linkages between 
agricultural development projects and tourism development. This was highlighted in the 
pilot operation of village nurseries where locally produced herbs and other specific 
products of Issyk-Kul were promoted at the Hotel Hyatt in Bishkek, hotels and 
sanatoriums in the Issyk-Kul zone. Tourists and visitors will prefer to have local 
products served during their stay in Issyk-Kul. 
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It is also added to note that a linkage between the agriculture sector and the universities 
should be promoted further. The universities may assist in research and development 
(R&D), testing of agricultural products particularly for exports, and provision of 
technical guidance to the associations and/or enterprises of farmers. The academic 
circles, on the other hand, would get acquainted with practical management of 
agricultural enterprises and business incubation, as well as the spirits of collaboration 
and clustering for integrated regional development. 
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CHAPTER  11 

TOURISM DEVELOPMENT 

 
 
 
11.1 Issues to be Addressed 

The current situation of tourism in the Issyk-Kul zone and the Kyrgyz Republic as a 
whole has been analyzed and major constraints in tourism development identified in 
Section 3.5. In this Chapter, major issues are discussed and a long-term tourism 
development plan is formulated as an integral part of the Issyk-Kul development plan. 
 
Through review of the prevailing constraints, as well as strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and threats (SWOT), as discussed in Section 3.5, major issues to be 
addressed for tourism development can be summarized as follows: 
 
Diversification of Tourism Resources 
To broaden tourism resources, cultural performance, handicrafts and culture of local life 
should be promoted. 
 
Diversification of Tourism Products 
The current tourism products should be diversified in such a manner that broader 
requests of tourists are addressed. In particular, healthy and therapeutic tour products 
using unique resources and products of the Issyk-Kul zone (e.g. spa therapy resort, 
organic agricultural produce and herbs) should be developed. 
 
Upgrading of Tourism Services and Human Resources 
Staff of hotels, restaurants and other tourism facilities without a service mentality and 
hospitality should be re-trained to offer pleasant tourism environments. Furthermore, in 
order to ensure safety of tourists, it is desirable to establish appropriate licensing 
systems to certify capabilities in language, rescue services and hospitality techniques. 
 
Reinforcement of Marketing 
Active cooperative marketing on a regional basis should be encouraged in order to 
increase tourist numbers in the region. Participation in international tourism exhibitions 
is an effective means of building up the image of the region. 
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Upgrading of Statistics 
Improving the accuracy of statistics on tourism is indispensable for strategic decision- 
making for both public and private sectors for further development of tourism. The 
World Tourism Organisation, together with relevant agencies, has launched the Tourism 
Satellite Account, a new approach to understanding the economic impacts of tourism. 
While introduction of this system has yet to materialize in the Kyrgyz Republic, the 
NSC and the State Committee for Tourism, Sports and Youth Policy need to continue 
their efforts to improve the accuracy of the statistics in order to analyse the contribution 
of tourism to the economy, relative to other sectors and in comparison with other 
regions. The variety of information provided by improved statistics will be further 
explained with respect to the following: 

• Industries that benefit from tourism and to what extent. For example, food 
processing enterprises will be able to determine how to produce value added 
products for tourists and in what quantity. 

• The amount of tax generated as a result of tourism activities, which is an 
important factor in convincing authorities to design incentives for promoting 
tourism investment. 

• Identifying knowledge requirements concerning jobs generated by tourism, 
which guides the selection of useful employee training programmes in more 
specific tourism activities, such as hotels, travel agencies, tourism information 
services, etc. 

 
Improvement of Regional Images 
Central Asia has suffered from terrorist activities in recent years, especially after the 
terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001. It is therefore essential to show obvious 
improvements in the regional safety and security to the outside world via mass media 
and web-portals. 
 
Regional Cooperation 
The growth of Kyrgyz tourism is dependent on the growth of regional tourism. 
Therefore, active participation in regional tourism promotion should be encouraged to 
ensure its prosperity locally. 
 
Improvement of Regional IQC System 
As Central Asia is regarded as a tourism zone, it is desirable to issue regional multiple 
visas or enable easy border crossing for tourists in order to develop more attractive and 
marketable tour programs. Likewise, in order to modify and improve the first 
impressions and images of the region, attitudes of immigration officers in Central Asia 
should be changed and a more welcoming atmosphere created. 
 
Competitive Pricing 
In order to face marketing competition from other tourism destinations, target tourist 
groups should be better identified and attractive pricing offered. 
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Figure 11.1  International Tourist Routes in Central Asia 

 
 
11.2 Tourism Development Plan 

(1) Tourism Products 

Major tourism resources currently available in the Issyk-Kul zone, as well as existing 
and potential tourism products are summarized in the following table. 
 

Table 11.1  Tourism Resources and Tourism Products in Issyk-Kul 
Tourism Resources Tourism Products 

• Natural Resources 
 -  Issyk-kul Lake and beach 
 - Biosphere reserve area around the Lake 
 -  Sarytash-Ertash Reserve Area 
 -  Chon Aksuu Gorge 
 -  Gregor’evka Gorge 
 -  Karkara Valley 
 -  Altin Arashan Hot spring 
 -  Jeti-Ogz Gorge and Hot spring  
 -  Jili Suu Hot spring 
 -  Juuku Gorge  
 

• Nature Tourism Products 
 -  Mountaineering, trekking and camping 
 -  Skiing 
 - Swimming and water sports in the Lake 
 -  Cruising, sailing and scuba diving in the Lake 
 
• Ecological Tourism Products 
 - Nature reserve observation 
 - Biosphere reserve observation 
 - Bird watching observation  
 - Botanical reserve observation 
 - Ecological study tour 
 

• Cultural and Historical Resources 
 - Architectural monuments  
 - Archaeological remains 

(e.g. petroglyph and ancient Scythian graves) 
 - Monuments of fallen hero soldiers 
 -  Underwater ruins of Ancient City  
 -  Hawk hunting 
 - Nomadic life 

• Adventure Tourism Products 
 - Rock climbing 
 - Rafting 
 - Silk Road caravan 
 - Hunting 
 
• Cultural and Historic Tourism Products 
 - Visiting architectural monuments 
 -  Eagle hunting 
 - Diving, underwater archaeological sites 
 -  Archaeological survey around the Lake 
 - Visit and experience nomadic life 
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In addition to the available tourism products, it is planned to develop new tourism 
products that would offer a wider range of resort pleasures and generate increased 
income from tourism. They will include the following: 
 
(i) Development of “Convention Tourism Products” 

Issyk-Kul is one of the most desirable destinations for convention tourism. There 
are many international and domestic meetings, seminars and workshops held in 
Issyk-Kul. Existing large conference facilities and sufficient capacity for 
accommodation of participants will attract the interest of many MICE (Meeting, 
Incentives, Convention and Exhibition) tourism organizers. No other destinations 
can compete with Issyk-Kul for MICE tourism in the Kyrgyz Republic. At the 
same time, its beautiful landscape and the clean natural environment are also 
suitable to provide post-convention tourism resources. Convention tourism will be 
the most promising and marketable tourism product for Issyk-Kul. 

 
(ii) Medical Tourism and Healing Health Tourism 

- Medical care/treatment and rehabilitation at Sanatorium 
- Remedies of specific diseases 
- Development of therapeutic health tourism: Lake water, hot springs, mineral 

mud, various herbs and healthy natural foods. 
- Development of herb garden with healthy food and tea houses. 

 
(iii) Creation of New Tourism Products to experience local culture 

- To learn historical heritages and the Great Silk Road 
- xperiencing handicraft production, such as felt carpets, embroidery and basket. 
- earning traditional Kyrgyza cuisine, music, songs, dance and games. 

  
(iv) Development of Educational Tourism Products 

Education tourism in schools aims at not only increasing the number of domestic 
tourists but to promote tourism as one of the pleasures of life.  It should be a 
long-term investment aimed at developing the future domestic tourism market. 
Railway, bus and hotel industries should cooperate to develop and nurture the 
future tourist market. 

 
(2) Tourist Demand and Promotion 

The demand for tourists to the Issyk-Kul zone has been discussed previously in order to 
define a framework for the integrated development plan in Section 4.4. In view of the 
land use framework (Section 4.5) and environmental frameworks (Section 4.6), it is 
planned that the moderate growth scenario be pursued with projected tourist arrivals of 
around l.1 million in 2010 and 1.8 million in 2025. Compared with the tourist arrivals in 
2003 of about 250,000, these increases will require significant efforts in both the public 
and private sectors. Furthermore, to prolong the tourism season in Issyk-Kul, which is 
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currently concentrated on the summer vacation season, new tourism products as 
discussed above should be developed. 
 
The traditional marketing system applied by both private and public sectors is one of the 
reasons for extreme seasonal fluctuations in tourists and visitors to Issyk-Kul. Lack of 
information and limited tourism products are also factors. Tourism promotion is of 
prime importance to achieve the projected increase in number of tourist arrivals and to 
extend the tourism season. Particular efforts should be placed on marketing and 
promotion towards international tourists, especially non-CIS tourists from Europe, USA, 
West Asia, South Asia, and Southeast Asia. 
 
(i)  International Marketing 
A critical constraints on international marketing of Issyk-Kul tourism is the “absence of 
appropriate information”. Concrete and usable information should be provided to the 
important markets. The most important mission of the State Committee of Tourism, 
Sports and Youth Policies, Oblast administration and Issyk-Kul tourism enterprises is to 
provide the most recent and detailed information on marketable tourism products to tour 
operators and agencies at reasonable prices. The internet web is the best method for 
potential tourists of obtaining such information when difficulties in obtaining guidance 
material from the administration exist. 
 
(ii) Regional Joint Marketing Promotion 
Regional joint marketing is essential for all countries in Central Asia. This is due to the 
fact that most tour programs to Central Asia are composed of multi-destination 
programs involving travel around two or three countries in the region. The Issyk-kul 
Lake should be one of those destinations in the programs. There are few 
single-destination tour programs, apart from SIT programs such as mountaineering and 
hunting. 
 
As a first step to promote joint tourism, the 
Workshop of “Regional Cooperation in 
Tourism Promotion in Central Asia” was 
held. This was attended by representatives 
from public and private sectors under the 
auspices of the JICA Study Team. The 
participants in this Workshop adopted the 
“Issyk-Kul Initiative” as reproduced in the 
Box on the following page. It is expected 
that the Workshop would be continued in 
one of the five member countries on an annual rotational basis. 
 
 

 
Photo 11.1 Workshop of Regional Cooperation in 
 Tourism Promotion in Central Asia 
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Box  

Issyk-Kul Initiative 
Recommended for 

Regional Cooperation in Tourism Promotion in Central Asia 
 
 (1) The tourism association in each country should be strengthened by the private sector. In 

addition, a regional association (e.g. Central Asia Tourism Association) should be organized 
through the joint effort of private and public sectors, as well as NGOs. Inter-governmental 
meetings should also be promoted from the technical levels to the Ministerial Conference 
on Central Asia Tourism Promotion. 

 (2) The visa and registration system should be improved in order to facilitate regional and 
international tourists more easily obtaining travel permits. An idea to introduce a “Silk Road 
Tourist Visa”, as in the case of the “Mekong Tourist Visa”, would better be studied by the 
member countries of Central Asia. 

 (3) Laws and regulations in each country should be reviewed, and deregulation should be 
promoted in order to facilitate the private sector taking more initiative in the tourism 
business. Likewise, privatization of the state tourism enterprises and facilities should be 
promoted to the maximum extent. 

 (4)  Statistical data and records should be improved, inclusive of the unification in recording 
under the WTO standards, in combination with the improvement in visa and registration 
system. A network of information exchange in the public and private sectors should also be 
promoted. 

 (5)  Tourism products, corridors and routes should be developed, not only for products related to 
the Silk Road but also other new products that would attract domestic and international 
tourists. To this end, it is desirable that the tourism promotion study be conducted at a 
regional level in Central Asia. International donor agencies would be requested to assist in 
such a regional tourism promotion study. 

 (6)  Joint marketing and promotion should be encouraged by the public and private sectors, 
including the Central Asia Tourism/Business Forum to be held in the member countries on 
an annual rotational basis.  

 (7)  Physical infrastructure for tourism promotion should be improved, including surface and air 
transport. In particular, airline routes should be expanded and their services should be 
improved in order to facilitate regional and international tourists in visiting a wider variety 
of tourism attractions in Central Asia in a more comfortable manner. 

 (8)  Human resources in the tourism sector should be developed through training and capacity 
building. A good example is the training programs offered by the private hotel enterprises 
and the internship of university students at tourism enterprises. Experience in such a good 
practice should be disseminated in the region. In human resources development, the mindset 
of those providing services should be drastically changed, both in the public and private 
sector, to face increasing competition in the international tourism markets. 

 (9)  Investments in the tourism sector should be encouraged at the regional level, particularly by 
the member countries that have increased their revenue from export of petroleum and 
natural gas. Investments from outside Central Asia should also be promoted in the tourism 
sector and the related infrastructure. 

 (10) Local industries and handicraft should be promoted in line with tourism promotion. Such 
industries are crucial for community empowerment and poverty reduction around the 
tourism attraction sites. 
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(3) Spatial Distribution of Tourism Facilities 

Based on the analysis of existing tourism attractions and development potential, it is 
planned to formulate tourism development plans by zone. In order to create the most 
appropriate resort development, as well as satisfy the needs of tourists and increase the 
numbers returning, it is essential to supply a wide variety of high value tourism services 
such as location, quality of facilities, atmosphere, services, meals, and possible resort 
activities to satisfy the requests of each tourist group. Therefore, development of each 
zone will be characterized by differing development directions and goals. 
 
(i) Balykchy Tourist Gateway 

Balykchy is the gate for travellers arriving from Bishkek, on the Chinese border 
through Naryn, Kochkor and Karakol. This is the first oasis for visitors travelling 
along the Great Silk Road. The establishment of urban and commercial outlets are 
essential for tourists, as well as merchants and business trippers. Development of 
shopping centres, restaurants and rest facilities will be appreciated by frequent 
travellers. 

 One-stop service for rest and shopping will be helpful for tourists, especially 
international and domestic FIT (Free Individual Tourism) travellers. Additional 
hotels for visitors related to industry and commerce are planned in Balykchy. 

 Another important function of Balykchy is as a biosphere reserve area on the Lake, 
which has been designated as a strict preservation area under the sponsorship of 
GTZ since 1997.  Bird watching is one of the most important attractions for 
biosphere SIT tourism. 

 
(ii) Northern Coastal Leisure Tourism Belt 

Many resort facilities were constructed during the Soviet era. Reconstruction and 
renovation of the older buildings are essential to enhance the reputation of the 
Issyk-Kul Lake resort. The northern coast of the lake has been regarded as the 
most suitable zone for the leisure tourism resort area, because of its long periods 
of daylight and mild climate. Nowadays, Cholpon-Ata is the central core of the 
northern coast resort area and attracts many short stay visitors, weekenders and 
one-day visitors. According to tour operator surveys in Bishkek and Almaty, 
insufficient amenities in Cholpon-Ata are highlighted as being critical complaints 
of their customers. Better amenities should be maintained in order to retain the 
fame of Issyk-Kul as a pleasant resort destination for tourism. 

 
(iii) Southern Coast Resort Zone 
 The southern coastal area of the Issyk-Kul Lake is mostly untouched. Clean lake 

water, calm and untouched natural areas, beautiful views to the lake and a chain of 
mountains on the northern coast are favourable attractions for resort development. 
It has the potential to be developed as a health attraction. Some large-scale resort 
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development projects are currently being proposed for development of high-grade 
resort hotels. 

 
(iv) Karakol Nature Tourism Base 
 Karakol Nature Tourism Base is located at the foot of Tien Shan Mountains and is 

regarded as the base for alpine adventures, trekking and skiing. Some specialized 
tour operators are available. They are able to supply rental mountaineering and 
skiing gear if requested by tourists. Camping, picnicking and hiking in the natural 
area are the most popular leisure outlets for domestic tourists. In addition to those 
natural possibilities, mineral hot-springs represent a promising natural tourism 
resource in this zone. 

 
The planned distribution of tourism facilities is illustrated in the following table and 
map. It is estimated land requirements for tourism development would be around 2,000 
ha by 2010 and a further 1,800 ha in 2010 to 2025. Together with the existing tourism 
facilities (1,900 ha), the land required for tourism use in Issyk-Kul would therefore 
reach some 5,700 ha by 2025. 
 

Table 11.2  Facility Development Plan 

 Present
1,900ha 19.00km2

Area No. Development Facilities Area No. Development Facilities
Large Scale Development (ha) (sqkm) Large Scale Development (ha) (sqkm)

1 Beach Resort Development Area - 1 200ha 2.00km2 12 Beach Resort Development Area - 5 200ha 2.00km2
2 Beach Resort Developmant Area - 2 200ha 2.00km2 13 Beach Resort Development Area - 6 200ha 2.00km2
3 Beach Resort Development Area - 3 200ha 2.00km2 14 Beach Resort Development Area - 7 200ha 2.00km2
4 Beach Resort Development Area - 4 200ha 2.00km2 15 Beach Resort Development Area - 8 200ha 2.00km2
5 Chinese Resort Development Project 800ha 8.00km2 16 Beach Resort Development Area - 9 200ha 2.00km2
6 Holiday Resort 200ha 2.00km2 17 Sea Side Hotel Development Area 200ha 2.00km2
7 Hotel Development (Completed) 100ha 1.00km2 18 Sea Side Hotel Development Area 200ha 2.00km2

T o t a l 1,900ha 19.00km2 19 Mountain resort development Area 500ha 5.00km2
T o t a l 1,700ha 17.00km2

Medium Scale Development
8 Spa Resort Development Area - 1 50ha 0.50km2 Medium Scale Development
9 Spa Resort Development Area - 2 50ha 0.50km2 20 Nature Tourist Inn 50ha 0.50km2

T o t a l 100ha 1.00km2 21 Spa Resort Development Area - 3 50ha 0.50km2
T o t a l 100ha 1.00km2

 B+B 
10 Wildness Ldge - 2 10ha 0.10km2 Pension & B+B 

T o t a l 10ha 0.10km2 22 Wildness Ldge - 1 30ha 0.30km2
23 Yulta Camp 10ha 0.10km2

Others T o t a l 40ha 0.40km2
11 Amusement Park 10ha 0.10km2

T o t a l 10ha 0.10km2 Total Development Area 1,840ha 18.40km2

Total Development Area 2,020ha 20.20km2
Total

Source: JST 5,760ha 57.60km2

Existing Facilities  (2003)

2003-2025

2003-2010, Average Scenario 
Development Area Development Area

2010-2025, AverageScenario

Source: JICA Study Team 
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(4) Human Resource Development 

Development of tourism facilities will not meet the requirements to satisfy the projected 
increase in tourist numbers to the Issyk-Kul zone. As pointed out by many international 
experts and tour agencies, improvement of the service level of hotels and other facilities 
is indispensable. Currently, there is no service culture in most facilities in Issyk-Kul, 
and visitors suffer unpleasant and mentally unhealthy conditions when staying at these 
facilities. In this context, human resource development is of prime importance for 
tourism development in Issyk-Kul. The following measures are proposed to improve 
this situation: 
 
(i) Academic Tourism Education 
 The first key in upgrading human resources in the tourism sector in the Issyk-kul 

Oblast is to re-educate professors and teaching staff of the Issyk-kul State 
University in Karakol (Karakol University) using the latest international tourism 
service technology. The most effective means of re-education is to invite expert 
teaching staff from developed tourism countries and amend the existing, 
traditional curriculum and education system. Sending selected professors overseas 
to countries with advanced tourism systems is not recommended because they 
would become directors after training and knowledge gained during these trips 
would not be transferred to other educators. 

 
(ii) Professional Training 
 Vocational schools also have the same problems as universities. Absence of 

capable trainers is the main reason for insufficient guest services in the hotel and 
restaurant industries. An effective training programme is being carried out only in 
the Hyatt Hotel in Bishkek, based on a training program compiled by the company 
headquarters in Chicago. Private initiatives in professional training are also 
expected in Issyk-Kul. 

 
(iii) Stable Employment Environment in Issyk-Kul Tourism 
 There are approximately 250 students enrolled in the Tourism Faculty in Karakol 

University, with 50 students graduating annually. However, employment in hotels 
and tourism-related enterprises in the Issyk-kul Oblast is extremely difficult for 
graduates to obtain. In addition, many hotels and sanatoriums close after the 
summer season, and those employed lose their jobs from October to May. Thus, 
hotels and sanatoriums are obliged to employ local untrained manpower lacking 
the skills and knowledge required in the tourist services. The key task in 
upgrading manpower in the Issyk-Kul tourism is to extend the tourism season and 
secure stable employment for those engaged. 

 
(5) Privatization of State Facilities 

By the end of 2003, 36 out of 110 tourist facilities had been privatized but 61 are still 
owned by the public sector (e.g. political parties, labor unions, universities). This is one 
of the reasons for the low levels of service and apprehension of visitors when staying. 
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Management and staff, being public servants, have little incentive to provide good 
service. The facilities, which were in many instances constructed decades ago, have to 
be improved significantly but only minimum repairs are generally undertaken. If this 
current situation continues, Issyk-Kul cannot expect tourists to return and it will lose 
any level of competitiveness in the international tourist market. 
 
Even though the properties are owned by the State, management of the facilities should 
be contracted out gradually to the private sector. If and when management is entrusted 
to private enterprises, they would improve services through staff training and 
management and also prolong the tourism season in Issyk-Kul  The Government of the 
Kyrgyz Republic should therefore seriously consider privatization or corporatization of 
state facilities in the Issyk-Kul zone. 
 
(6) Promotion of Linkages with Local Communities 

At the Workshop with stakeholders, a discussion was held to determine if the Issyk-Kul 
tourism development should be targeted at “Elite Tourism”. There is no argument that 
the quality of tourism must be maintained at an internationally high standard. However, 
if targeting elite tourism means a closed type of tourism resort development, it will not 
be desirable from the viewpoints of development objectives of the Issyk-Kul zone (i.e. 
Creation of a Healthy and Harmonized Region of Issyk-Kul) and the impacts of tourism 
development on the regional economy. Development of tourism in Issyk-Kul should 
better focus on nature where tourists/visitors would enjoy not only magnificent 
landscapes and natural environment but also experience first-hand local people, local 
meals and other local products. Unfortunately, most facilities at present do not satisfy 
such a direct and meaningful relationship. 
 
From the economic viewpoint, the closed-type tourism facilities are undesirable. Unless 
linkages with local communities are promoted, the economic impact of tourism 
development would be limited. The local communities will be encouraged and local 
employment will be increased only if their products are utilized at such facilities. As 
discussed in Chapter 9, there are a number of local products specifically available in 
Issyk-Kul (e.g. herbs, honey, dairy, meats, etc.). Handicrafts by women will also be 
promoted. It should be recalled that communities will prepare local products during the 
winter season when employment in agriculture and other industry is quite limited in the 
Issyk-Kul zone.  
 
Consequently, linkages between tourism development and community development, as 
well as linkages between tourism and other industries, should be strengthened to form a 
cluster in the Issyk-Kul zone. 
 
It is also noted that community tourism promoted with the support of Swiss cooperation 
(Helvetas) is expected to expand, irrespective of the promotion of linkages with other 
industries. The community tourism would be integrated into the overall tourism 
development programs in the Issyk-Kul zone. 
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(7) Institutional Reforms 

For accelerated tourism development in the Issyk-Kul zone and the Republic as a whole, 
some institutional reforms and improvements are recommended. 
 
The first requirement is the need to reinforce the association of tourism suppliers in the 
Republic in order to upgrade professional reliability and responsibility of tour operators 
and agencies in the private sector. Unless this occurs, competitiveness would be lowered 
in the international markets. The local tourism suppliers should cooperate with the 
public sector and international organizations. 
 
The second requirement is a restructuring of the public sector in tourist administration. 
The State Committee for Sports, Tourism and Youth Policy has other social mandates in 
addition to tourism. It would be desirable that a single mandate is entrusted to the 
organization. In this context, it is conceivable that an authority is set up to assume sole 
responsibility for policy making, public support to the private sector, coordination with 
other public authorities concerned, and regional cooperation in tourism development. 
 
(8) Economic Impacts of Tourism Development 

Tourism has great potential for creating new employment, and increasing local 
procurement as well as tax revenues in the Issyk-Kul region. It also stimulates 
enormous investment, which also helps to improve living conditions of the local people 
to higher levels. In 2002, Issyk-Kul oblast is estimated to have had a gross value added 
(GVA) in the tourism sector of 234 million soms, which represented 3.6% of gross 
regional products (GRP) excluding the Kumtor output. 
 
The economic impact of the tourism sector is quantified based on the expenditure of 
tourists, i.e. how tourists spend money in the region. Once expenditure is determined, 
the economic impact on procurement of local materials will be estimated together with 
increases in employment, income and GVA. The significance of the tourism sector will 
be quantified, which also contributes to the basic source for future marketing. 
Eventually, these estimates can be utilized for the strategic planning of tourism. 
 
While regional data on GVA obtained from NSC is still preliminary, the estimated 
projections of the GVA associated with the tourism sector in Issyk-Kul are presented in 
Table 11.3. In the event that the proposed tourism development plan is implemented, 
attaining the target number of tourist arrivals and improvements in tourism facilities, it 
is expected the tourism season and tourists’ stay period would be prolonged. With the 
resultant increase in tourism expenditure, this would contribute to regional gross outputs. 
GVA in the tourism sector is estimated to increase by some 4.8% of GRP in 2010 and 
8.2% in 2025. 
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Table 11.3  Gross Value Added in Tourism Sector in the Republic and Issyk-Kul oblast 
for the Years 2010 and 2025. 

(Unit: million soms) 

Republic Issyk-Kul* Republic Issyk-Kul Republic Issyk-Kul
Total GVA in Tourism 3,019.7 233.7 5,368.3 456.3 18,430.8 1,824.7
GDP 75,366.7 6,561.3 110,375.0 9,501.1 204,787.0 22,334.9
Share of Tourism in GDP 4.0% 3.6% 4.9% 4.8% 9.0% 8.2%

2002 2010 2025

 
Note:  *Figure of Issyk-Kul Oblast is preliminary, GDP of Issyk Kul is excluding the Kumtor.  
Source:  NSC, and JST estimate for the year 2010 and 2025. 

 
 
11.3 Proposed Projects/Programs for Tourism Development 

For tourism development in the Issyk-Kul zone, various projects and programs are 
proposed for implementation as the tourism sector is expected to lead to integrated 
development of the region. Some projects are to be implemented through public 
initiatives and others through the private sector. The proposed projects are listed in the 
following. 

Table 11.4  Proposed Projects for Tourism Development 
Schedule 

Sector/Subjects Program/Project 
2005 -2010 -2025 

Tourism 
 1) Organization and Formulation of Network 

of Tourism Related Industries 
   

 2) Privatization of Hotels and Sanatoria in 
Issyk-Kul Tourism Zone 

   

 3) Production of Tourist Maps by GIS Map    

 4) Improvement of the Tourists Statistics 
Technology 

   

 5) Tourism Human Resource Development 
Package 

   

 6) Cooperation of regional Tourism 
promotion in Central Asia 

   

1.  Development of 
Tourism Infrastructure 

7) Promotion of Ecological tourism in 
Biosphere Territory 

   

 8) Historical and Archaeological Museum in 
Cholpon-Ata 

   

 9) Landscaping of Promenade by the Public 
Beach, Access Road 

   

 10) Provision of Road Side Guiding Signs of 
Tourist Places 

   

2. Development of 
tourism facility 

 (public sector) 

 11) Development of Tourism water 
Transportation on the Lake 

   

 12) Improvement of the Reservation System 
Using IT System 

   

 13) Supporting Measures for Development of 
FEZ and Development Promotion Area 

   

 14) Invitation of Sports Training Camp 
(expansion of tourism season) 

   

3. Support to private 
sector 

 15) Invitation of Convention Tourism to 
Issyk-kul Zone 

   

 
 

Some priority projects are selected for immediate implementation as discussed later in 
Chapter 16. 
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It should be emphasized that the service standards of the Issyk-Kul tourism should be 
improved drastically so that the tourists and visitors would feel more comfortable and 
enjoy excellent hospitality during their stay in Issyk-Kul. The prolonged stay of tourists 
would result in greater value added in the Issyk-Kul zone. 
 
It is also reiterated that the tourism development plan should be directed to induce an 
increased consumption by tourists and visitors by offering better services, serving more 
locally available products and promoting linkages with other industries in the Issyk-Kul 
zone. The GVA estimated hereinabove is attainable by the increased tourism 
consumption multiplied by the increased number of tourists visiting Issyk-Kul. 
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CHAPTER  12 

INDUSTRIAL AND TRADE DEVELOPMENT 

 
 
 
12.1 Industrial Situation 

The most notable industrial complex in the Issyk-Kul zone is a gold mine at Kumtor 
operated by the Kumtor Gold Company (KGC). This was set up in 1992 in the southern 
part of the Issyk-Kul Oblast as a joint venture enterprise between Cameco of Canada 
and the Kyrgyz Republic. The gold produced is all exported, and KGC contributed 
nearly 90% of the total industrial output in the oblast. Although KGC will continue 
operations and contribute to the oblast’s industrial outputs, it is an exceptional case in 
the manufacturing industry in Issyk-Kul. Without KGC, the total GDP of the industrial 
sector in the Issyk-Kul zone in 2002 represented less than 8% of the national GDP, or 
about 520 million soms. The industrial sector accounts for about 7.5% of regional 
employment. 
 
Of the industrial GDP in Issyk-Kul in 2002 (about 520 million soms excluding KGC 
contribution), the manufacturing industry accounts for about 70% (367 million soms) 
and the construction industry 30% (151 million soms).  The manufacturing/processing 
industry employs about 4,400 people, and the construction industry about 1,500. 
Inclusive of the mining industry, the total industrial employment in the industrial sector 
is relatively small at 7,200 people. Only a relatively limited number of wholesale traders 
exist in Issyk-Kul. These account for around 0.1% of the total national trade turnover 
(valued at 43,700 million soms). 
 
There are about 400 small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in Issyk-Kul, including such 
business enterprises as flour-mills and bakeries. Of these, 63 enterprises are registered 
as manufacturing industries (in 2004). Most are joint stock companies or former 
state-owned enterprises. At present, 20 enterprises of the 63 registered companies are 
standing idle. For reference, there are about 215,500 SMEs registered in the Kyrgyz 
Republic. Of these 22,860 are industrial enterprises and only 8,500 (about 37%) are 
now operational. It is further noted that the capacities of most enterprises are not fully 
utilized for production. For instance, the canned fruit and vegetable processing 
industries in Issyk-Kul are operating at around 20% of their full capacity. 
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Major sub-sectors include metalwork, agro-processing, liquor and beverages, footwear, 
electric stoves and heaters. If compared with the national production, manufacturing of 
stoves and footwear in Issyk-Kul represents a large proportion. The processing of 
cheese, butter and flour is also a major contributor. Table 12.1 outlines major industrial 
products in the Issyk-Kul zone. 
 

Table 12.1  Major Industrial Products/Output in Issyk-Kul 
Issyk-Kul Oblast   Nation  % to National 

Industrial Products Unit 2002 2003 2002 2003 2002 2003 
Coal and lignite thsd. tons 30.2 23.8 459.0 411.3 6.57 % 5.79 %
Meat and offal tons 155.6 90.4 2573.1 4,559.0 6.04 % 1.96 %
Butter of all types tons 261.5 290.6 1,461.8 1,776.2 17.89 % 16.36 %
Sausages tons 26.0 26.2 628.4 473.8 4.13 % 5.53 %
Milk (fluid) and 
creams tons 174.1 75.3 4,505.2 5,955.7 3.86 % 1.26 %

Cheeses of all types tons 975.1 1,116.4 1,817.1 2,110.0 53.66 % 52.90 %
Flour including 
potato thsd. tons 56.9 39.5 438.7 260.2 12.97 % 15.18 %

Fruits, vegetables 
and canned 
mushrooms 

tons 35.2 24.1 2,178.7 5,752.0 1.62 % 0.42 %

Vodka and liquor 
beverages thsd. liters 1,068.2 663.1 24,289.4 23,919.8 4.3 9% 2.77 %

Natural grape wine 
excluding sparkling 
wines 

thsd. liters 64.6 44.9 1,798.7 1,233.5 3.59 % 3.64 %

Machine and 
handmade knitted 
stockings and socks 

thsd. pairs 0.8 0.5 2,028.4 696.8 0.04 % 0.07 %

Footwear, excluding 
sport and protective 
footwear 

thsd pairs 64.5 n.a. 83.3 n.a. 77.4 % 77.4 %

Cement Thsd. tons --- 3.5 532.8 757.5 --- 0.46 %
Prefabricated 
building structure 
made of concrete 

thsd. tons 3.6 2.5 83.2 98.8 4.32 % 2.53 %

Furniture million 
soms 1.1 1.2 208.2 201.2 0.53 % 0.5 %

Electric stoves pieces 353 n.a. 452 n.a. 78.0 % n.a.
Electric heaters pieces 200 n.a. 861 n.a. 23.2 % n.a.
Source: NSC-Economy of Kyrgyzstan in the 1st half of 2003 (Preliminary Data) 

 
In the Issyk-Kul zone, nearly 54% of the regional industrial output (exclusive of KGC) 
is concentrated in Karakol and Balykchy cities (primarily agro-processing, metal works 
and building materials). Industrial distribution in the oblast is tabulated in the following 
table. 
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Table 12.2  Major Industrial Products by Rayon (Exclusive of Mining) 
Rayon Major Industrial Products 

Ak-Suu Rayon Canned Food  
Jeti-Oguz Rayon Flour (potatoes), Dairy Products, Butter, Cheese, Meat  

Issyk-Kul Rayon Dairy Products, Butter, Cheese, Canned Food, Alcoholic spirits/wine, Mineral 
Water, Soft Drinks, Forestry products/timber 

Tong Rayon Coal, Semi-conductor devices (JSC “Kadji-Sai electrotecnical Plant”) 
Tup Rayon Cement, Construction Bricks, Dairy Products, Butter, Canned Food 

Karakol City* 
Coal, Concrete Slabs, Steel bars, Vodka/wine (JSC “Jemish”), Sewing Products, 
Shoes, Electric Braziers, Electric Stoves/Heaters/Ovens, Meat, Sausages, Dairy 
Products, Butter, Cheese, Flour/potato/wheat production, Animal Feed, Soft Drink 

Balykchy City* 
Metal recycling (JV “Triod”/German), Pens, Reinforced Concrete Slabs, Electric 
heaters, Flour, Meat, Sausages, Canned Food, Soft Drinks, Mineral Water, Animal 
Feed 

Source:  Selected from the information of Issyk-Kul Oblast Statistical Committee, METI, “Investment Projects: 
Kyrgyz Republic 2003” and KOMPASS, “Kyrgyzstan 2004- Company Information Products & Services”. 

 
According to the available data, the industrial outputs by rayon in recent years are 
summarized in the following table. 
 

Table 12.3  Industrial Output by Rayon 
(Unit:1000 Soms) 

Issyk-Kul Oblast/City/Year 1999 2000 2001 2002 
Oblast Total including shade activity 
on flour and bread production 

---- 9,633,068.6 10,988,021.7  9,033,500.0 

Oblast Total including 2 cities 7,246,469.3 9,554,602.6 10,807,631.6   N.A. 
31 Ak-Suu Rayon 186,533.0 267,183.3  308,781.5  N.A 
32 Jeti-Oguz Rayon (with KGC) 6,689,093.6 8,898,786.2  9,873,371.0 *  N.A 
33 Issyk-Kul Rayon 19,284.8 29,424.6  34,526.4  N.A 
34 Tong Rayon 15,154.7 18,787.7  22,070.0  N.A 
35 Tup Rayon 39,451.1 95,526.1  116,610.1  N.A 
 Karakol City 152,233.5 224,440.9  242,631.5  N.A 
 Balykchi City 144,718.6 20,453.8  209,641.1  N.A 

* 146,502,060 soms excluding KGC 
Source: NSC 

 
 
12.2 Issues to be Addressed and Direction of Industrial Development 

The problems of the Issyk-Kul industry are similar to the constraints outlined in Section 
3.5, (4). In particular, the industrial sector in Issyk-Kul has the following constraints: 
 

(i) Lack of marketing capability: with a lack of information on domestic and 
foreign market opportunities and lack of distribution chains 

(ii) Lack of product and process specialization for value added projection 
(iii) Lack of branding and merchandizing as a result of small production lots and 

poor design 
(iv) Lack of funds for production and procurement of equipment 
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(v) Lack of management capacity of enterprises; 
(vi) Outflow of trained human resources in the industrial sector 
(vii) Weak and undeveloped industrial linkages to form an industrial cluster. 

 
The Comprehensive Development Framework (CDF) and National Poverty Reduction 
Strategy (NPRS) indicate that development of Issyk-Kul industries should be oriented in 
the following directions: 
 

(i) Development of mining complexes and processing industries 
(ii) Development of SMEs, especially in the processing of agricultural products 

and tourism 
(iii) Privatization of sanatoriums and spas in the Issyk-Kul zone 
(iv) Increased access to telecommunications and ICT for the people 

 
The most important issues for the revitalization of the Issyk-Kul industry is to 
understand the potential resources and their competitiveness in the domestic and 
international markets, as most industries are closed and have been without markets or 
competitiveness under the market economy since independence. Some industries have 
survived but only after locating markets through strenuous efforts. It will be unwise to 
develop a mass-production type industry in Issyk-Kul as it has a location handicap. It 
would therefore be more promising to develop niche products for niche markets. 
 
Despite the fact the tourism industry is considered to be quite promising in the 
Issyk-Kul zone, there has been little regional contribution of products or services for the 
construction and maintenance of regional tourism complexes. With experience now 
being gained in the rehabilitation of community centers under the pilot community 
development programs, local procurement of equipment and facilities for construction is 
increasing substantially in Issyk-Kul.  
 
Due to a lack of financial resources and obsolete production facilities, the processing of 
such niche products will have to be planned step-by-step with a gradual expansion of 
markets.  Development over a short period will be dependent on foreign direct 
investments (FDIs) requiring proper market channels and funds for investment. (FDIs 
are further discussed in Chapter 14.) 
 
Logistical service industries, such as packaging, labelling, storing and transportation, 
are to be developed in Issyk-Kul in combination with the manufacturing industry. For 
instance, glass bottles for agro-processing products are presently available from a 
factory in Bishkek as a bulk order (say 10,000 bottles per order). Such an order is, 
however, unpractical for small and household industries. An enterprise should be 
developed to function as a packaging bank, buying glass bottles in bulk and selling them 
in small quantities to household industries, allowing for a reasonable margin on sales. 
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Transportation enterprises for trades should also be developed for marketing of products 
in the Issyk-Kul zone. 
 
 
12.3 Promising Industries in Issyk-Kul 

The most promising industry in the Issyk-Kul zone will be the agro-based industries. 
Together with the improvement in the agriculture sector, the processing industries 
should be developed gradually in order to enhance value added in the region. Processing 
of fruit products appears to be viable in view of the fact that imported juice and jams are 
served in hotels and restaurants in Cholpon Ata and other tourist centers in Issyk-Kul, as 
well as in the largest urban centre of Bishkek. Potatoes and other vegetable processing 
should also be developed, mainly for domestic markets. New types of liquors might be 
developed based on cider, honey and other local products. 
 
Production of ethanol from potatoes and other starches is worthy of study given a 
number of farmers have been cultivating potatoes without a stable market available and 
exports of Issyk-Kul potatoes to Kazakhstan were suspended after harvest in 2004. 
Since the Republic imports all fuel for vehicles, the produced ethanol could be 
converted into gasoline if such a policy was to be adopted by the central government. 
The distilling technologies have been gained in the Issyk-Kul zone through distilling for 
vodka production. 
 
Pharmaceutical industries can be developed through the use of herbs and other specific 
products in the Issyk-Kul zone. The extraction of essential oil for perfumes and other 
uses could also be promising. In the event that cultivation of herbs in the pilot program 
for village nurseries, as introduced in Section 10.2, proves satisfactory, herb cultivation 
will be disseminated widely in Issyk-Kul. Distilling factories could then be developed at 
various locations in the region. A by-product of bee cultures offers the opportunity for 
processing medical products, which could then compete in the international market. 
Promotion of the pharmaceutical industry also ties in closely with the development of 
medical tourism and the creation of a health sector in the Issyk-Kul region, which is in 
line with the objective of the integrated development plan. 
 
Gypsum of good quality is available to the south of the Issyk-Kul Lake. It may be used 
for production of sanitary wares or toiletry ceramics, as well as for drainage pipes for 
domestic consumption. Since increased tourist numbers and expansion of hotels and 
other facilities are envisaged in Issyk-Kul, it will be worth evaluating the viability of 
manufacturing gypsum for use in sanitary wares. This may also promote gradual 
improvement in household sewage facilities and improved environmental protection in 
the region. 
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The gold produced by the Kumtor Gold Company is totally exported at present. If some 
gold is retained in the local market, cottage goldsmith industries could possibly be 
developed in Issyk-Kul for production of souvenir gold items. These could be marketed 
to Chinese tourists who are expected in the medium term. This type of cottage industry 
is desirable from the viewpoint of creating job opportunities for villagers during the 
winter season. 
 
Packaging, storing and other logistical industries should be developed in the Issyk-Kul 
zone, in line with the development of agro-based and pharmaceutical industries in the 
region. Even though the processing industries in Issyk-Kul only participate in the early 
stages of production and do not yet produced finished goods for consumers, these 
logistical industries are essential for the more general promotion of industries in the 
region. An enterprise can be started with the procurement of glass bottles as a bulk order 
and then selling them with labelling materials to small producers of agro-based 
industries, as introduced in the foregoing section. This approach may alternatively be 
called a package-bank. 
 
In this context, it may be feasible for a logistics centre to be developed in the Issyk-Kul 
zone for promotion of packaging, labelling, storing and other logistics services 
associated with trades and industries. This type of industry is dependent on the division 
of labour, which was not developed under the centrally-controlled economy but should 
be promoted under the market economy to enhance competitiveness of the markets. A 
truck terminal can also be developed along with the promotion of some logistical 
service industries. The city of Balykchy is well-located for this type of logistics service 
industry. 
 
The industry related to ICT (information communication technology) also appears to be 
promising in the Issyk-Kul zone, where IT software engineers can enjoy the natural 
beauty and environment. An option is to establish an IT park for the IT software 
industries at a location along the Issyk-Kul Lake. Since the climatic conditions and 
environment are better in Issyk-Kul than any other CIS countries, the IT park will 
provide a good location for IT software engineers in CIS. The IT park will also serve as 
a center for promotion of e-government in the Issyk-Kul Oblast in the longer term. 
 
Strategically, the development and location of these potentially promising industries in 
the Issyk-Kul zone should be based on a form of industrial clusters, with linkages 
among industries being developed and strengthened. At the same time, linkages of these 
industries with academic institutions in the region should also be promoted. With 
experience gained through the pilot project for herb cultivation and marketing in the 
village nurseries, the pharmaceutical industry can initiate collaboration with the College 
of Pharmacy in Karakol (refer to Section 10.2). Likewise, a hotel industry for tourism 
development will be promoted based on creation of a cluster in the Issyk-Kul zone, as 
illustrated on the diagram in the following page.
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12.4 Development of Free Economic Zone (FEZ) 

A free economic zone (FEZ) has previously been established in Karakol for the 
promotion of export-oriented industries. Unfortunately, enterprises established in this 
FEZ were not successfully operated due mainly to a lack of incentives and other 
privileges provided to those enterprises for promotion of exports. The Oblast 
Administration has recently announced that newly created FEZs will be established in 
Balykchy and Tamchy with stricter regulations on incentives and privileges. 
 
Development of FEZs in the Issyk-Kul zone is considered to be one of the strategies to 
promote FDIs for accelerated development of industries in the region. They should, 
however, be developed based on strategies formulated specifically for that purpose. For 
example, the potential and promising sub-sectors of industry for the Balykchy FEZ and 
Tamchy FEZ appear to include the following. 
 

Table 12.4  Potential Sub-Sector for Location in FEZs 
Balykchy FEZ Tamchy FEZ 

Logistics service industry, e.g., IT-software industry 
Packaging (bottling, packing, etc.) Pharmaceutical industry 
Labelling, printing Hotel/sanatorium industry 
Truck terminal and distribution  Specific cultural facilities like 
Industry, including storages  Petroglyphes, gardens/parks 
Pharmaceutical industry Leisure industry and parks 
Herb and essential oil distilling Goldsmiths and precious stones 
Processing of medical materials Storage and distribution industry 
Biological industry Export-related service industry 

 
It should be recalled that the industries to be located in these FEZs should be pollution- 
free in view of the need to protect the environment along the Lake. It is also noted that 
hotels and other tourism industries to be located in Tamchy FEZ should be differentiated 
from investments in other areas, defining, for example, that the FEZ enterprises should 
involve some public services such as adjoining petroglyphes or stone parks, which are 
open to the public. 
 
For planning of the Balykchy FEZ, four alternative locations have been selected after 
discussions with SCAC and RIATB and a comparison of the technical, economic and 
environmental viewpoints of each. Their selected locations are shown in the following 
map. 
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BalykchyCi ty 

Issyk-kul Lake 

←To Bishkek（A-365） 

To Cholpon-Ata（A-363）→ 

To Kyzyl Suu（A363）→←To Nalyn,Kashgar（A-365）

Balykchy FEZ

 
Figure 12.2  Location of Balykchy FEZ 

 
 
Based on the preliminary evaluation of potential sub-sectors of industries and their 
locations, a layout of the Balykchy FEZ has been determined as illustrated in the 
following. 
 
 

 
 Figure 12.3 Preliminary Layout of Balykchy FEZ 
  (Full Stage) 
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A preliminary layout of the Tamchy FEZ has also been elaborated as shown on the 
following figure. As seen from the layout, it is desirable that the Tamchy FEZ be 
implemented in line with the expansion and improvement of the Issyk-Kul international 
airport at Tamchy and the water transport terminal. 
 

 
Figure 12.4  Preliminary Layout of Tamchy FEZ (Full Stage) 

 
For the implementation of FEZs in the Issyk-Kul zone, it is planned that FDIs would be 
promoted with some financial incentives (refer to FDIs as discussed later in Chapter 14). 
It should also be noted that development of FEZs in a single stage is impractical. They 
should be implemented in a staged development in line with the increasing number of 
tourist arrivals and development of local industries, as outlined under this master plan. 
 
 
12.5 Proposed Projects/Programs for Industrial and Trade Development 

For the integrated development plan of the Issyk-Kul zone, the following projects have 
been formulated and proposed for implementation in the industrial and trade sectors: 
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Table 12.5  Proposed Projects for Industrial and Trade Development 
Schedule Sector/ 

Subjects Program/Project 
2005 -2010 -2025 

Manufacturing Industry 
1) Fruit processing industry: juice, jam    
2) Cider, honey liquor processing 

industry 
   

3) Medical materials processing 
industry 

   

1. Promotion of 
agricultural products 
processing 

4) Vegetable processing manufacture    
5) Gypsum processing products 

(toiletry ceramics) 
   2. Utilization of 

undeveloped mineral 
resources 6) Gold souvenirs    

7) Networking of micro-manufacturers    
8) Establishment of package material 

bank 
   

3. Upgrading of trade/ 
transportation 
operation 

9) Cargo terminal/trading centre in 
Balykchy 

   

10) IT park in Tamchy FEZ    
11) Bio-industry research centre    

4. Development of 
knowledge industry 

12) Human resource development for 
entrepreneurship development 

   

 
It is noted that most projects are scheduled for medium-term implementation, in view of 
the time required for promotion of FDIs, as well as for development of potential or 
promising local industries, as discussed in Section 11.2 above. Nonetheless, 
export-oriented industries can be developed at the designated FEZs as well as at other 
locations favorable for development of respective industrial sub-sectors. 
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